ABOUT US
The Polish Trade Chain Lewiatan
is the third largest retail chain in Poland
and the largest Polish franchise chain.
It was established in 1994 at the initiative of 10 wholesellers who
formed a purchasing consortium for fear of competition from
foreign retail chains, which were entering the Polish market en
masse at that time. Today the Lewiatan chain comprises more
than 3200 retail outlets run by 2100 independent enterpreneurs.
The total turnover of Lewiatan in 2021 exceeded PLN 13.4 billion,
which placed the Chain among the leading trade organisations in
Poland and Central and Eastern Europe.
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ABOUT US
Lewiatan creates and develops
customer-friendly nearby shops,
best tailored to the needs
and expectations of local customers.
It gives its franchisees the opportunity to co-create, co-decide and
share responsibility for the development of the network, offering the
best conditions and solutions to actively develop their business.
Combining nationwide benefits with the value of local
relationships, enables the creation of a unique product
offering, answearing the diverse needs of local customers.
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ABOUT US
The goal is to defend interests
of Polish merchant
The name „Lewiatan” was inspired by an organisation of
economic associations operating in the inter-war period –
the Central Association of Polish Industry, Mining, Trade
and Finance Lewiatan, which represented Polish industry
before state authorities and made a great contribution to the
development of our country. The Polish Trade Chain Lewiatan
was modelled upon this organisation. It was founded in 1994
in order to gather together Polish entrepreneurs engaged
in commercial activities and to protect their interests against
external chains and trading concerns entering the Polish
market en masse at that time, ensuring that domestic traders
could continue to operate and develop.
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CONTACT DETAILS

Lewiatan Holding S.A.
ul. Kilińskiego 10
87-800 Włocławek
phone: +48 54 412 78 21
e-mail: sekretariat@lewiatan.pl
complaints: reklamacje@lewiatan.pl

Media contact:
Adam Imielski:
adam.imielski@lewiatan.pl

Registry information:
NIP: (Tax Identification Number) 618-10-20-505, REGON number: 250564559
BDO register: 000091017, KRS (National Court Register Number): 0000089450
District Court in Torun, VII Economic Department
Share capital: PLN 1.350.000 paid up in full
Bank account: 14 1240 3389 1111 0010 1051 0411
President of the Management Board: Robert Rękas

